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MagicBox and Folens
Ease Assessment with
Homework Space
Industry Challenge
Effective evaluation of learning outcomes is necessary to make teaching more responsive and personalized. In the absence
of data-driven decisions and planned learning paths, it is difficult for teachers to help students discover areas of strengths
and weaknesses to focus their efforts.
The sudden move to online education, assignments, and assessments threw up several challenges, such as:

a Lack of transparency in the assessment system.

a Teacher fatigue, bias, and human error.

a Rare use of classroom assessment techniques.

a Huge amounts of unused data.

a Some degree of rigidity in the grading system.

Homework Space - A Pioneering Solution
Powered by MagicBox™, Folens launched Homework Space, an innovative, ﬁrst-of-its-kind platform that allows teachers and
students to beneﬁt from readymade, curriculum-aligned assignments, and assessments. The platform offers multiple
beneﬁts:

1

Automatic grading saves time for teachers.

2

Teachers get insights into learning progress
for individual students.

3

Immediate feedback to direct student’s
learning efforts.

4

Powerful course authoring tool to create or
update question banks.

5

Allowing students to complete assessments
and assignments asynchronously.

Impact on Learning
The efficacy of MagicBox™ in enhancing the learning experience for students, while improving and easing processes for
educational institutions and publishers can be seen from what has been achieved within just a few years.

6M+
Users

50K+
Schools

175M+
Pages

Return on Investment

a In a survey of Homework Space Customers, 78% of
responses noted that Homework Space would save
them on average 1-2 hours per week from setting and
marking homework.

a 84% rated the overall structure of Homework Space a
5 or 6 on a 6 point scale.

a 69% rated the ease of use Homework Space as
Extremely or Very Easy.

a 57% rated the ease of setting Homework assignments
as Extremely or Very Easy.

50+

Countries

3M+

Content Downloads

a Easy integration with industry standards, such as
OneRoster, Google Classroom, Clever, and more to
simplify rostering and administrative tasks.

a The availability of grading tools for multiple item types,
including essay-type answers, eases the evaluation of
student performance.

a Easy installation and integration make transitioning to
online assessments effortless.

a Easy creation, addition, and distribution of all types of
assessments and assignments.

a 66% rated the usefulness of the support videos and
material as Extremely or Very Easy.

a Robust analytics to guide the iteration of assignments
and assessments, enhance engagement and improve
learning outcomes.

The Magic team continues to support Folens to ensure that the digital platform seamlessly scales as their offerings increase.
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